
Extension Kit for Girafe : assembly steps
Step 1

¤
a 1/2" self-locking pin inside the first hole in the straightback
starting from the end and trough the extension bracket slot's.

Step 2

¤ Align the second straightback with the first one and slide a 1/2" self-locking pin through the straightback 
hole and extension bracket slot.

¤ Tighten the 1/2" bolt with a 3/4" wrench or ratchet until the "V-shaped" bracket stand flat and firm on the 
bottom of the two straightback. Then tight the bolt with another half turn.

Step 3

¤ Insert the small extension tube (1 3/4" x 60")
inside the long extension tube (2" x 72"), the 
dimples should not be inside the 2" OD tube
once installed. (see picture)

¤ Use a 3/8 x 2 3/4" bolt & lock nut supplied to
connect the tubes together.

¤ Use a ratchet with 9/16" socket and a 9/16"
wrench to tight the screw and nut. 

Step 4

¤ Take a standard 10FT Girafe brace, remove the 3/8" quick locking pin an slide out the inner tube.
¤ Insert the extension tube assembly between the standard inner tube and 2" OD standard tube as shown in

picture below. Fix the tubes together with two 3/8" quick locking pin.

Put the extension bracket inside the straightback and slide 
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Step 5

¤ Fix the two bracing poles to the bottom shoe with two
3/8 x 2 3/4" bolts and lock nuts supplied as shown in 
the picture at the bottom of the page.

¤ Adjust the bracing poles to the right length by changing 
the 3/8" quick locking pin position. The bracing poles
angle and position must respect the values specified in
the picture below.

¤ Fix the bracing poles to the straightback with 1/2" self
locking pin.

¤ Use the four anchor pins (18" Long) to secur the bottom 
shoe to the ground.
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